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Greetings for the season!

HUMNE ZINDAGIYON KO
BADALTE DEKHA HAI!
Arena Animation celebrates 25 glorious years of excellence this year! To mark
the brand’s long innings of 25 years that focused to empower the youth with
skill-building and employability in the country – we have looked back at all
those glorious moments and created a brand story around it presented in the
form of this film.

Click here to watch

METAVERSE NEWS
How the Metaverse could open a
world of possibilities to advertisers?

One cannot open social media without seeing the word ‘Metaverse’ appear everywhere.
It seems to pop up with the same feverish frequency as an Akshay Kumar movie. And it
can no longer be dismissed as jargon spouted by tech-loving geeks to appear modern
and ‘with it’. The Metaverse is a looming reality.
But then, what exactly is the Metaverse?
One way of defining it could be to say “virtual reality on steroids”. But unlike VR, which is
mostly used for gaming, the Metaverse would be an immersive virtual world and could
be used for just about anything. You could work there. Or play. Or go to a music concert.
Or chill with friends. You would experience all this through a virtual, three-dimensional
representation of yourself. Just like in the movie ‘Avatar’.
Some readers might be reminded of the game ‘Second Life’ which was all the rage in the
early 2000s. It was named ‘Second Life’ as an allusion to the fact that it was separate from
your real, or First Life, and was merely a version of it in the virtual world. While in ‘Second
Life’, you lived a fictional existence, the Metaverse will be a virtual extension of your
reality. You will encounter real brands, real concerts and real people on it. You will also
spend real money buying real or virtual things. Using a virtual headset will transform the
internet into a three-dimensional parallel universe for you. As someone put it pithily, the
Metaverse will allow you to change from scrolling to strolling the internet.
https://brandequity.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/digital/how-the-metaverse-c
ould-open-a-world-of-possibilities-to-advertisers/88423428

Global Metaverse market expected
to cross $6 bn in 2021

The market for transactions in the Metaverse is expected to reach $6.1 billion this year,
as tech giants like Meta (formerly Facebook) aim big on the VR/AR-based technology to
bring deeper immersive experiences to billions in the future.
The global Metaverse market is forecast to hit nearly $42 billion globally by 2026,
according to research firm Strategy Analytics.
Social media giant Facebook has said it will spend more than $10 billion to build out its
vision for Metaverse.
https://cio.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/corporate-news/global-metaverse-ma
rket-expected-to-cross-6-bn-in-2021/88386775

INDUSTRY NEWS
Nominations announced for
79th Golden Globe Awards

Disney’s ‘Encanto,’ Neon’s ‘Flee,’ Pixar’s ‘Luca,’ Totem Films’‘My Sunny Maad,’ and Disney’s
‘Raya and the Last Dragon’ snag best-animated feature nominations.
Nominations were announced this morning for the 79th Golden Globe Awards, live from
the Beverly Hilton, Beverly Hills, California. The nominations were announced by HFPA
president Helen Hoehne and recording artist and actor Snoop Dogg.
For the first time this year, submissions were not required for award consideration.
However, the HFPA accommodated filmmakers/studios who requested their content to
be considered only for specific categories.
Highlights of the nominations are as follows – click here for a complete list:
https://www.awn.com/news/nominations-announced-79th-golden-globe-awards
Source: Hollywood Foreign Press Association
Courtesy: www.awn.com

Pixomondo creates ‘McDonald’s Friends’
via virtual production

Over the past year, Pixomondo (PXO) has opened three virtual production facilities, with
shows like Star Trek: Discovery and Avatar: The Last Airbender employing its stages and
crew. With virtual production an obvious choice to create otherworldly fantastical
settings for major productions, it’s also quietly making itself an essential tool in hosting
the creation of more everyday earthbound settings.
Recently, PXO worked on a spec/proof of concept for McDonald’s that was shot entirely
in virtual production on one of its Toronto stages, showcasing the technology’s
potential. With co-directors Matt Manhire and David Whiteson at the helm, a
McDonald’s commercial was recently shot entirely using the new technology called the
LED Volume, a giant LED screen that displays a CG photoreal environment.
The technology is unique in that the CG digital set reacts and moves in real-time with
the camera. As the camera moves, the interactive parallax and depth in the background
look like shooting in a real environment. It allows for freedom of movement within the
environment.
YouTube Link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duEioZkWYQM&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4aCO2aN8Yzk
Source: Pixomondo
Courtesy: www.awn.com

Autodesk releases Unreal Live Link Maya Plugin

Autodesk, in collaboration with Epic Games, has released a new Unreal Live Link for
Maya plugin, enabling seamless real-time animation data streaming from Maya to Epic’s
Unreal Engine. Ideally suited for virtual production, game development, and
previsualization workflows, the Live Link plugin allows artists to easily create and edit
character assets in Maya, while simultaneously seeing live previews in Unreal. Seamless
data transfer between Maya and Unreal speeds production workflows by enabling
artists to produce more iterations and view changes in real-time to make more
informed decisions, ultimately resulting in expedited project delivery.
“The pandemic helped evolve virtual production from an emerging technique to a
necessary workflow for reducing on-site staff and accelerating post pipelines,” said
Maurice Patel, Senior Director, M&E Business Strategy, Autodesk. “Powerful tools like
Unreal Live Link for Maya that support the highest quality imagery, coupled with the
rise of more affordable performance capture technology, are making virtual production
accessible to a wider range of production budgets, helping teams of all sizes meet
increasing demands for content.”
https://www.awn.com/news/autodesk-releases-unreal-live-link-maya-plugin
Source: Autodesk
Courtesy: www.awn.com

ACTIVITIES & ACADEMICS
Online Workshop on Character Design

Arena Animation conducted a workshop for Trinity students who were keen to
understand and learn new hacks to design characters like a pro! 45+ students
attended the session.

UI/UX Webinar Session

An exclusive webinar session was conducted for students of the Spotlight Club. It was
held PAN India and witnessed an overall student participation of 50+.

Student Induction Program

For students who joined Arena Animation this academic year, an induction program
was held for them, PAN India. 450+ new students were briefed about our
cutting-edge programs, their dynamic curriculum & placement opportunities
available post-completion.

Jr. 3D
Artist

Compositor

Showreel Development Session

10+ students took part in a Showreel Development & Evaluation Session conducted
at one of our centres. The students got valuable tips, tricks and references to create a
stunning Showreel to get the jobs they desire.

Customer Engagement Activities

A series of customer engagement activities were held in November - Digital Painting,
Animation, Logo Designing & Film Making & Compositing.

Rangoli Competition

Students of Arena Animation enthusiastically took part in the Rangoli competition
that was held at the centre. They designed beautiful rangolis and decked up the
centre for the auspicious day.

Student Guidance and Motivational Session

Our team visited few centres for a morale-boosting student session. They discussed
the importance of filmmaking and shared the ideas on how to go about academics
along with industry-relevant knowledge.

Creosouls News
NOVEMBER 2021 CREOSOULS UPDATES FOR ARENA ANIMATION
•
•
•
•

808 new students have joined Creosouls
The students uploaded a total of 1,753 new projects
1 competition was held on Creosouls last month
Additionally, 361 new job recruitments were uploaded during this period

TRENDING INSTITUTES ON CREOSOULS
Top 10 most active Arena Animation Institutes on Creosouls which are marked under ‘Trending Institutes’.
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Sion
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TRENDING STUDENTS ON CREOSOULS
Top 10 most active Arena Animation Students on Creosouls who are a part of the ‘Trending Students’ category.

TRENDING PROJECTS ON CREOSOULS
Top 10 most active Arena Animation Projects on Creosouls which are given a 5-Star rating marked under
‘Trending Projects’.

TRENDING JOBS ON CREOSOULS
Top 10 Jobs on Creosouls
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Company Name:
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Company Name:

Company Name:
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Fractal Picture

88 Pictures

Technicolor

Firefly Studios

No. of Position:

No. of Position:

20

No. of Position:

No. of Position:

No. of Position:

10
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Trainee

VFX
Artist

Gaming

Digital Art
& Graphic
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Motion
Graphic
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Little Red Zombies
Studios Pvt. Ltd.

Company Name:

DNEG India Media
Services Ltd.

No. of Position:

20

20

20

Artist

20

Company Name:

Company Name:

Company Name:

Company Name:

Crazy Cub Animation

Wipro

BYJU’S

Fotografik Enterprises

No. of Position:

No. of Position:

No. of Position:

No. of Position:

20

10

20

40

TRENDING PLACEMENTS ON CREOSOULS
Top 10 Placements on Creosouls

EVENT AND COMPETITION
Remarkable Reel Contest
A reel contest was held between 19th - 29th November, 2021. Students of Arena Animation
were asked to create a reel using their favourite animated character and a transition
technique - Jump/Remix Reeks/ Split-screen transition.

Placement highlights
TOP 5 PLACEMENTS

KUNAL KUMAR

KAMBOJ ROBIN

Video Editor
Sky Wedding Films, Mathura
₹ 50,000 PM

RISHABH GUPTA
Graphic Designer
Tek No2 India Pvt Ltd, U.S.
₹ 38,000 PM

3D Artist
BornMonkie Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad
₹ 45,000 PM

VEDANTHAM SAI SANTHAN
Techanim Artist
Technicolor, Bengaluru
₹ 38,000 PM

SOURAV PASSI
3D Environment Artist
BornMonkie Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad
₹ 35,000 PM

Highest Placement Company
Highest
Salary

`50,000/-

Company
Name

Sky Wedding Films

